Black Horse Pike Regional School District
District Accommodations/Modifications

Assessments

Independent
Practice &
Assignments

Instructional
Activities

Physical
Arrangement of
Room

Category

Special Education Accommodations/Modifications (I.E.P. Specific)
Allow for preferential seating
Seat student near the teacher/presentation
Seat student near the door
Seat student near high performing student for informal partner pairs
Seat student near positive role model
Seat student away from disruptive/distracting student(s)
Set a designated study space in the room
Provide guided notes and/or copies of notes
Provide students with summaries if applicable
Repeat and clarify directions if needed to ensure comprehension.
Allow students to choose partners or work independently, when needed
Provide extended time for curricular assignments as needed or specified in the IEP. Offer afterschool or common time support.
Allow extra time to complete tasks without penalty
Reduce reading/math/writing level of assignments
Require fewer correct responses to achieve grade
Allow computer printed/electronic assignments
Simplify complex written directions
Do not penalize for handwriting/spelling
Allow flexible grading on scoring rubric
Include word banks if helpful.
Bold, highlight, or underline instructions.
Reduce wording and/or organize directions (into checklists, e.g.) to simplify or make expectations
more manageable.
Reduce quantity of sections on an assessment
Shorten wording of questions.
Allow use of notes or formula pages on assessments.
Revise wording or vocabulary choice to enhance comprehension.
Reduce length of written assignments if needed.
Reduce number of calculation questions required.
Reduce the number of questions on an assessment, answer choices in a multiple-choice test, or
parts of a writing assignment.
Grade projects based on content, not creativity. Or Creativity rather than content … depending on
the assignment.
Make assessments visually appealing by reducing clutter and providing cues: for example, increase
spacing, revise font, add or reduce lines, include boxes for responses, reduce the number of
questions per page, highlight, bold or underline key words.

Organizational
Skills

Allow for extra time when needed. Offer options for completion during common time or after school.
Offer re-test or re-do for assignments or assessments where effort was made but comprehension
and skills need more time or opportunity to develop.
Allow open book/notes for exams
Give frequent short quizzes instead of lengthy exams
Give exams/test items orally
Give students their own copy of assessments that they can write on
Allow extra time for assessments (specific to I.E.P.)
Allow flexible schedule of assessment
Allow flexible setting for assessment
Allow student to asses on paper, if regularly schedule for computer-based testing
Provide a table of contents for notebook/binder; conduct a weekly clean-up
Help the student create "to do" lists
Provide opportunity for student to organize homework binder
Set a designated study time during class/stick to a routine

Behavi
or

Assist student with maintaining a master calendar in the agenda book
Use self-monitoring/self advocacy strategies
Allow legitimate movement-in/out of room/short breaks
Implement periodic/weekly behavior communication tools

